Refugee workers quitting camp scored by Masaoka

SAN FRANCISCO — Mike Masaoka, JACL representative at the 33rd District, has been at the location of the Japanese worker's camp in Delano, which sponsored the entry into the United States of the Japanese who came for temporary farm workers.

According to the San Francisco Japanese-American trade relations, the program progresses.

Refugee farm workers run off, jeopardize program

Both the three years between the 33rd District and the present Refugee Relief Act, and the program after the arrival of the first group of 120 Japanese who came for permanent residence in this country under the Refugee Relief Act.

Although under these year contracts to work for their sponsors from land filling to magic cards, these 20 men disappeared from one JABC camp and made charges of bad living quarters, bad food and lack of gainful working time.

The strike of the cause was discrimination over pay, working conditions and mainly, the long hours of work, and some of these were without jobs from January to January.

Without giving notice to their contract employers, and writing a series of letters to local newspapers, the workers went to Marysville to work, face another barrier.

The San Francisco Daily ran a temporary halt in this program last week.

Refugee workers from Japan are working in this country under the Refugee Relief Act.

Nisei aspirant for Wash. state seal loses in primaries

WASHINGTON — Mike Masaoka postpones departure to Japan, to testify on trade matters

Masaoka, Nisei lobbyist, has postponed his departure from Japan in order to testify on United States trade and tariff policies.

According to the San Francisco Japanese-American trade relations, the program progresses.
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Japanese dolls start nation-wide tour, first show in Denver

Denver

• This is being written on the day of the opening of the Denver Japanese Festival. The exhibits in this fashion are always a part of the annual Japanese cultural fare. We hope that our readers will take a look at this event.

DENVER. — An exquisite collection of Japanese dolls, brought to this country by Japan Air Lines recently, is on tour of many U.S. cities with the first one here this week.

The dolls are part of the Festival of Japan, which opened yesterday at the High Center Transportation Depot.

The 13-day Festival commemorating the 13th anniversary of the Nisei World War, will include many sorts of activities, will benefit Denver's Wallace school for brain-injured children.

Japan Festival

(1964 Loge St)

Cooperating agencies are the Japanese Girls with American husbands are trying to do this for their best Japanese wives.

While the newly-wed bride points repeatedly to America married a Nisei. As in Los Angeles

This reporter met some of them.
People in Japan living better, editorial says of economic report

(Oil interest to Stilt, after having read the complete speeches of Edward Fink and Marlatt Revealed prepared at the recent JACL convention, is this editorial to the New York Times concerning the new face of Japan. Alaskan chamber can depict a Japan that their parents, the Jews, knew as a young adult.—Editor.)

For almost 10 years there has been a "revolution" in Japan. It has been stated that the country's whole basis for living had changed. The impact of our occupation has been evaluated in a variety of ways, but there has been no disagreement on the impact. Now, at last, we have a sharp and definitive report from the Japanese economic planners as to some of the changes. They are not encouraging. This book has gone down to bedrock and come up with some facts.

The Japanese are eating better than they did before the war. Rice is somewhat less important in the diet and the protein content has gone up more than 10 per cent. Food is more diversified than it was, and the diversification is in the right direction from a diet standpoint.

Some other items are also significant. The Japanese are making more money than they ever did before. His present rate is double the prewar average. He is reading three times as much in his newspapers, based on actual newspaper print per capita. He is employing three times as much electricity in his home as he had before the war. He is spending twice as much for clothes, and substantially more for travel and amusement.

Such figures are not gueswork. The pattern of Japan is more advanced and better medical service, an enormous increase in the number of schools in school, a better all-around living standard.

It should not be assumed that the social revolution is implied in such figures; it is completely favorable or desirable. The sociologists as well as the Japanese are not satisfied with the present situation and are demanding more. A new draft of the people of Japan has been stated that the basic change is not complete. Food is more diversified than it was before, but there is a need for more

Catching up with the latest in motion picture history that Hollywood's stars and directors often visited "Little Tokyo" in Los Angeles to see the stage offerings at the Yamato Hall on Jackson Street.

Nicholas Kage (Japanese-American Theatrical Company) with Sadao Tsukada, just off Broadway, brought from Japan the history of "Nagoya," a realistic play in the spring of 1928. George F. N. Kage, a colorful brawny Torii, got his last week's leading appearances behind the footlights of the Yamato Theatre. His first show was "Nagoya," the "King of Yonder," one of the honors of the Omiya Tomoe Theatre, hearing that we great "Chaplin," was cast from outside. The leads of the companies provided an array of an opening, another was cut across the shoulder by an ex-marine. The play was a fast action, dazzling

GET THE LOWEST PRICES

SANSÉN-MADE WHITE BREAD WINS 4-H PRIZE

By George Nakamura

Hoxie Hearing, Okt.

Sansei are being trained for the stage of Japan. In MGM's forthcoming "Teahouse of the August Moon," the leading of the Anno Kudachi Dancers' two trips to these last week was a scene of a recording scene, arranged by choreographer, Masaya Fujima. Two members of the troops appeared in the opening, one of the troops was cut across the shoulder by an ex-marine. The play was a fast action, dazzling

ALWAYS OPEN UNTIL 12:30 A.M.

The first appearance of the main company, the "Nagoya," was in the making, with two cameramen borrowed from杜兰特 Studio, filmed the Gjon Concert in Tokyo in its entirety to be used as an integral part of the picture. The American theater operators will again be having Japenese lanterns on their marquees and boredom inciting in their figure.

SANSEI-MADE WHITE BREAD WINS 4-H PRIZE

By George Nakamura

Hoxie Hearing, Okt.

Sansei are being trained for the stage of Japan. In MGM's forthcoming "Teahouse of the August Moon," the leading of the Anno Kudachi Dancers' two trips to these entertainment centers, have been planned.

For almost 10 years there has been a "revolution" in Japan. It has been stated that the country's whole basis for living had changed. The impact of our occupation has been evaluated in a variety of ways, but there has been no disagreement on the impact. Now, at last, we have a sharp and definitive report from the Japanese economic planners as to some of the changes. They are not encouraging. This book has gone down to bedrock and come up with some facts.

The Japanese are eating better than they did before the war. Rice is somewhat less important in the diet and the protein content has gone up more than 10 per cent. Food is more diversified than it was, and the diversification is in the right direction from a diet standpoint.

Some other items are also significant. The Japanese are making more money than they ever did before. His present rate is double the prewar average. He is reading three times as much in his newspapers, based on actual newspaper print per capita. He is employing three times as much electricity in his home as he had before the war. He is spending twice as much for clothes, and substantially more for travel and amusement.

Such figures are not gueswork. The pattern of Japan is more advanced and better medical service, an enormous increase in the number of schools in school, a better all-around living standard.

It should not be assumed that the social revolution is implied in such figures; it is completely favorable or desirable. The sociologists as well as the Japanese are not satisfied with the present situation and are demanding more. A new draft of the people of Japan has been stated that the basic change is not complete. Food is more diversified than it was before, but there is a need for more

Catching up with the latest in motion picture history that Hollywood's stars and directors often visited "Little Tokyo" in Los Angeles to see the stage offerings at the Yamato Hall on Jackson Street.
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Honda gone-da

- There comes a time in the life of every man when his fame resistance begins to be commuted, and the Holy Order of the Ball and Chain. So it will be with our honoree, Harry Honda, whom we once considered the sturdiest, most reliable of husbands.

Our faith in him as a confirmed hold­

out has unfortunately deteriorated this week when our reliable grapevine advised us that a certain public figure, name of Mickey Matsumoto, was sporting his flashy rock­

n-roll fringes.

Micki, a real dull, works for the city and her folks are in the business of selling fruit. She is one hit four-fall gal. When the 'bitching day,' we asked, to which she said 'I'll wait until after the PC Holiday Issue is out. Cadie, PC holding up a wedding!'

Well, to the PC's super-price year-order for 1956. In lieu of fulfilling material and money will be in the hands of all chapters by the end of Sept. Same deal—no changes in state or district commissions. Featured will be the unmentionables in JACL, the real odds. Like the song from Yokocho Gordon's musical Clam Chowder, 'I'm so glad the rest of you was around.'

It is hopeful of the same kind of sustained support from the chapters that have made every holiday issue a financial success for the organization.

Getting back to our today-to-be, the Japanese seed for bachelor is dokeable, a cleverly derived word as analysis reveals. Late (and proper) communication of which is misgivings. Our second preference: do (mambo, pronounced doug), bash (we like it) and end (confirming what we've long known—we tend to the impromptus). Clout: do (and doables (next pad) which means better take to the end.

While on the subject of money, the Nisei investors in Nippon Productions' 'Take Five, It's Girl!' got a thrill out of the Ellay showing in 14 theaters, box officing with its companions. Two weeks ago we noted that they got the lousiest breaks. It was the name of the Quix club paper during the era when time were too involved with Washington matters to take time for the local delinquents but he had to shove off for the salt beds.

Gigantic Chicago CL carinal staged

CHICAGO. — Preparations are under way for the gigantic carinal which the Chicago JACL chapter sponsoring at the Clevel Insti­
tute on Oct. 27 and 28.

There will be plenty of booths and games where passengers can by tackle skilled. There will also be booths especially designed for chil­dren. Plenty of food and soft drinks will be sold.

The door to the carnival will open at 6 p.m. on Saturday and continue to 1 a.m. On Sunday the carnival will open at 11 a.m. and end at 11 p.m. when drawing for Operation X66 are a $1,000 color TV set, a $200 in cash or gift certificates and $25 worth of other valuable prizes.

Admission to the carnival will be 25 cents for adults and 10 cents for children.

October activities set by Sonoma CL

SANTA ROSA. — At the September meeting of the Sonoma County CL club held here recently, National JACL membership by officials delegates Edwin Ohki and Frank Oka.

The members voted to sponsor a benefit movie tentatively set for Oct. 16 with Kenmoto Oto and Tak Kamekome in charge. Part of the proceeds will be used to finance the local campaign for "Yes on Prop. 15." On the list also.

The formation of the Sonoma County Alien Land Law Committee was also announced at this meeting, comprised of Lloyd Ellis, John Hinon and Ohki, to sup­plement the work of the state Alien Land Law Committee in this coun­try.

On Sunday, Oct. 28, the annual Nisei Memorial Day Services will be held at the local Empain Odd­
d boil chapter. For the benefit of the Rev. D. Don­yama officiating. President Chid is.

San Francisco auxiliary available, invite ex-"moments of 14th Confob

SAN FRANCISCO. — Switched in elegant furs, stunning play, day, glamorous weddings and dramatic, exciting military pres­entation by City of Paris. 14 local women. Women's Auxiliary members of the San Francisco chapter. Program prom­ised down the ramp of Sturk's Palace Hotel's Gold Room during the Labor Day weekend-fashions show staged the 14th Biennial national convention.

Under the chairmanship of Mrs. Haru Honda and the expert co­ordination of City of Paris' Mrs. Minne Buntin and nationally-known commentator Mrs. Bernice Wood­side, the program is being developed with models—charis­matic, young and beautiful. Nineteen clothes to accent the theme of the convention, "Changing Perspectives."

Musically accompanied by the San Francisco Opera Orchestra, a line-up of fashions will be modeled. Colorful, simple, smooth with suiting, fabrics, lace and carefully-chosen accessories.

The climax of the show was pro­vided by the entrance of a tradi­tional bridal group, including two small fry models who played the roles of "the bridegroom," flower girl, the bridesmaid, a d a radiant bride, all appearing in charming green of love by Adeline.

The show culminated with the giving away of a wonderful to lucky ticket holder in attendance.

HOTEL VICTORIA
522 HOTEL VICTORIA
EXBrook 2-2540

San Mateo Fun night

San Mateo — A night pro­gram of table games is planned for Saturday, Sept. 22, by the San Mateo chapter of the 1000 Club at the Holiday Inn, according to Harry Ohno, chairman.

Downtown
San Francisco: Corner Rich and Stockton
Saito Realty
2610 Wilshire Blvd.
Phone Stoneman 1-1811

If it's time to renew your JACL Club membership this month, write direct to National JACL Headquarters, San Francisco.

Gigory chapter announces Thanksgiving dance plans

GILROY. — The local JACL will hold its third annual Thanksgiving Dance at the Gilroy Greene Room at the Gilroy Temple on Friday night, Nov. 29, according to George Forest, chairman.

For the entertainment of the guests, a program of dancing and musical entertainment has been arranged, including a cash raffle for a new television set.

Tickets will be sold at the door and will be available from any board member or through any member of the chapter.
Text of document for Nisei of Binnennium Awards for 1954-56

THANKS TO ALL YOURS

by Jerry Enomoto

I here it's three weeks since Changing Perspectives became history, and we're still hearing echoes from music that once enjoyed the festivities. This is all very gratifying to the Convention Board and the host Chapter, and we're sure that our foresight will not be forgotten the "must" of the Convention, i.e., the national council sessions. Honorable Mary Yonemoto, Kathy Reyes and Lucy Adachi enjoyed tremendous success. Joe, aided by sidekick, Tito Sueoka, Florence Higa, Dai Sy Yamanura, and Sayo Soga were some of the stalwarts who worked "backstage", without fanfare, to assure a successful campaign.

HONOR ROLL

Last week we paid tribute to some who gave a great deal of themselves to the Convention cause. We continue now by paying to the splendid job turn in by general arrangements chairman Marshall Sumida and his committee. Backed up by his right hand man, George W. Teraoka, the members kept under control the innumerable details and a problems that threaten the smooth flow of any large scale project like this. Ki Tamashii, Joe Kogos, Noel Nieta, Mitsu Kogawa, George M. Iida, and Dan Nakatsu are the stalwarts who worked "backstage", without fanfare, to assure a successful campaign.

GOOD PRESS COVERAGE

Too much cannot be said of the work of public relations chairman Dlfi Nakatsu, Kaye Uyeda, Will Maruyama, Tats Kubo, who strongly supported on registration problems, publicity and "backstage". The press coverage given our 14th Biennium was a direct result of their hard work and contacts and 1s contribution in his job with JAL. Kaye with her "newswoman"ness, and Will Trowbridge and the staff, contributed immeasurably to the successful campaign.

Tats, although a staff man, put more out than might be expected by an average public relations worker. He certainly demonstrated his "ability to handle". We see him receiving the Sapphire Pin. Don Arlet, a force hance, PIP, is another man who was used by the CB shortly before the show and for more than 14 years, and for his service.

FOR POSTERITY

When all is said and done, what's left of any Convention becomes a Souvenir Booklet, that's what, and the CB can well be proud of a well organized, meaningful article, with the names of those who contributed to the Convention's success, the names of those who put in the time, the names of others that worked behind the scenes.

VITAL COGS -- SECRETARIES

From their position behind the front Convention Board secretary Mary Yonemoto, Kathy Reyes and Lucy Adachi, the daily work of the biennium were carried out. Jack Hirose, and treasurer Tokuji Hedani (for the note for the Sapphire Pin), need to say, all these boys and girls filled in wherever needed when things got "hot".

A special basket of cogs goes to Sumi Honma, to whom fell the toughest and most demanding responsibility all—registration. She took on this job with her characteristic spirit and emerged with flying colors. We're glad that got a crack at being a TV personality on the Steve Allen show in New York, and only sorry that we missed catching her. Sumi was strongly supported on registration problems, and is a shining light in the CB.

A special vote of thanks to our well known Nisei artist, Minoru Yamasaki, for his "Living Perspective", his "pinwheels", booklet cover design, and the program contents. We hope that events reflected a special kind of showmanship and dignity.

THANKS TO ALL

To our National President, George W. Teraoka, and to all the chapters and district councils throughout the land in our heartfelt thanks for your support. To editor Harry Hara, chairmen, staff, "just a few words of appreciation". Above all, much obliged for this chance to play the role of a building (17) journalist. May the coming biennium bring further glitz to the JACL, and all Americans of Japanese ancestry so connections in our efforts to become a "Greater America. And now staples, until we meet again.

SAN FRANCISCO

To Our National Convention Board, Mr. K. H. Adachi, Mr. D. S. Kidani, and to all the chapters and district councils throughout the land in our heartfelt thanks for your support. To editor Harry Hara, chairmen, staff, "just a few words of appreciation". Above all, much obliged for this chance to play the role of a building (17) journalist. May the coming biennium bring further glitz to the JACL, and all Americans of Japanese ancestry so connections in our efforts to become a "Greater America. And now staples, until we meet again.

GEORGE J. INAGAKI

To Americans of Japanese ancestry -- the persinization for many years of the biennium, the National Recognition Committee and the JACL Board of Directors were most happy to present the National Recognition Committee and the JACL Board of Directors were most happy to present the Nisei of American of Asian ancestry "Man of the Year" award to George J. Inagaki, national president of the American Japanese Citizens League from 1932 to 1934 and 1936 to 1938.

Before World War II, he was active in the war effort of the pacific Northwest area and the Pacific Southwest District Council. At the inception of the National Japanese Citizens League in 1932, he organized the Washington State JACL. In 1933, he worked extensively for the passage of the "</Document>
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Friday, Sept. 21, 1956

THE NORTHWEST PICTURE: by Elmer Ogawa

Wild game hunters

Seattle • With a big breath we he said, "Sky, I'm on open with this here. I don't have to pay that $35 alien law anymore."

The speaker was Hironzo Nishihara, greenhouse owner, for he's been around here longer than most Niseis. He got his first buck in 1915 in a logging camp near Seattle.

Game conservation

"I'm in Oregon and Idaho, and still with the family president of the Seattle organization to present their views on pertinent matters of the Commission's problems. These meetings are held in the best tradition of the northwest range."

The Cowlitz, a strong center that Mitchell wood has ridden in the West, is 290 high in his 29th year. While he was a Bunting high product.

In the Fresno area, Tom Sawa, who represents the Fresno County, president of the Nisei JACL, will be back for another of the annual track athletics, who threw the discus at an outstanding groiner by the by, he has turned his drills, he has sported consistently.

A transfer from the College of Hawaii, Army and Marine, is starting quarterback at Coalinga. He was a member of Coalinga's highly publicized football team.

The third Nisei who may make college football, and the consensus is that his outlook predicted last winter. The Commission has approved a reason which should produce at least two hundred George Abe and sons Jimmy and Sammy, Jim is representing the losses due to weather, predators and illegal hunting with a camera for which this joker was born thirty years ago.

The experts agree that the winer loss on these hills, the "winter kill" has outstood its usual December. Asami, who placed second with his 216-252-233-704 made during the annual "Old Man" tournament. The game was made with his 216-252-233-704, hit a 477. Aihara Ins. Agency

The following Sunday, Sept. 30, at Verdugo Hill high before transferring to Verdugo Hill. Hidari Hamamoto, one of the top amateur golfers in the state, will be playing at the same course with Pacifica high will be gunning for a berth on the UCLA Bruins.

At Berkeley, Peto Doi, one of the best golfers in the state, is expected to do well in the West Coast tournament. The sportsmen have made up their minds to prove themselves better than any in recent years.

L.A. Japanese Casualty Insurance Association

Crippled children

Los Angeles • It wouldn't be a bit of surprise if the crippled children movement is more than half their lives taking care of crippled children.

They are well known among the native Niseis.

Three Nipponets were murdered in that area this week.

The Nishimuras were murdered in that area this week.

The children in Japanese, two of their offspring were born in Japan.

They speak Japanese more fluently than most of us.

The last week, the couple, at their Pasadera home, greeted Dr. Johnson, president of the United States, studying the operations of children's charities, institutions and foundations for the aged.

It was four years ago that the Rev. Nicholson helped Dr.
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Wild game hunters
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The decision of the Supreme Court with regard to the constitutionality of the Alien Land Law may some day be reversed by the Congress. Over 100 decisions of the United States Supreme Court have been subsequently overruled or reversed.

2. Constitutionally, the States and the people have every power not specifically delegated to the federal government. They might consider the Alien Land Law, if necessary, in time, and it would be presumptuous for us to say that the policy therein is not to be abandoned. At the present time Communists are buying land and property, throughout the United States, without any judicial direction to secure legal secrets which their spies can't get.

Our Alien Land Law can be amended to stop this. If we had a statehood for the 48 and if Paul Harvey stated that his researches (confirmed by Whitaker Chambers) revealed that government should own and operate the railroads, it would be natural for the railroads to become a key to the secret of industrial organization.

The American organization's record do not show the nationality of its stock owners. Doubtless, according to the National Socialist, its directors are all willing to use them in the American way to influence the administration.

Volunteers needed

If there are public arguments, one can easily imagine what some people might say in private. And the Communist uninformed of the cause of the alien land law has no new law even for politics.

5. Mexico has a law which provides that no foreigner nor foreign corporation may own more than 50% of any Mexican property within 100 km. of the coast line or 200 km. of the land border. It is very well to imitate Mexico and make the limitation of any 49% rather than 50% and include property within 100 km. of the land border or 200 km. of the land border.

6. The Communist Club of California should sell 'all border and nearcost States the idea to enact laws as provision.'

Members of the National Legal Secretaries Association and the Mrs. Piazzon will co-sponsor a Shonen TOT (trick or treat) benefit on behalf of the Hills Country Club on October 29. The unusual program is another creation of artist Arnold Fujita. In the photo are: (left to right) Margaret Ouchi, Mrs. Fujita, Mike Suginaka, Robert Takahara, and Mrs. Hattori. Both clubs, added hostesses following the group include Ellen Kubo, June Hiyasa, Judy Ikeda, Margaret Kikuchi, Haruko Kawakami, Sue Kato, Dorothy Kato, and Robert Takeda. In the center are Mrs. Tsuyako Kobayashi and Mrs. Tsuji Hata. Both clubs, added hostesses following the group include Ellen Kubo, June Hiyasa, and Judy Ikeda.
**Nisei and Prop. 13**

_JACL's campaign to secure a resounding "Yes" on Proposition 13 this Nov. 6 by electorates of California is vigorously enough at the 14th Biennial National Convention held in San Francisco over the Labor Day weekend, but it has been clearly evident from the beginning that the Nisei individually and collectively, have not taken up the cudgels as they should on behalf of the referendum, mainly because... Simply stated, Proposition 13 would repeal the discrimination against the Japanese American. California State Constitution in 1920 which more than any other single statute restricted and circumscribed the lives and opportunities of those of Japanese ancestry in this country.

**Law still important...**

Though the United States Supreme Court in the Oyama case in 1943 declared the Supreme Court of Oregon in the Namus case and of California in the Fugii case unconstitutional, those concerned in the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 eliminated the sanctions hosts for its discrimination. It still remains a California Constitution not only as a grim reminder or racism and bigotry but more important as a readily weapon which many a voter on the day of election and of the Nisei especially has been unprecedented.

That the truth seldom catches up with the lie and then turns back on itself takes their cue for the feelings they have for those of Japanese ancestry. And the consequences of losing a popular vote in that regard. Propositions are valid and cogent, few voters are convinced by the opponents is found in the minority report prepared by the Fowler chapter, that can still has available to chapters extra copies of this city, has been named the Alumni-of-the-Year by the 15-year veteran of the State Constitution, reprinted below is the thoroughly respected and influential Commonwealth of Loma Linda and other institutions in Loma Linda and throughout the country.

As early as 1909 Dr. Haru received the American Broncho-Esophagology at La Plage, Belgium. In 1956 she read a paper onl the Anti-Discrimination Committee.

Dr. H. James Haru, nationally known expert on race and threat-relative of this city, has been named the Alumni-of-the-Year by the 15-member board of directors of the Alumni Association of the 1920 has claimed to know the Orientals better than any other. Each year the Anti-Discrimination Committee listed the arguments in favor as follows:

- **Opposition hopes...**
  - The opposition counts on voter indifference. Generally, when a voter is not personally involved or on a legiti... to counteract the voice and votes of the Nisei especially has been unprecedented.

- **Opposition campaigns...**
  - The opposition doesn't want to provoke controversy, for that causes voters to take interest and to study the issue. In this case, less said for or against Proposition 13 the better, the opposition will like it.

There are 18 propositions that the California voter must pass upon, and Proposition 13 is buried among them. Its explanation is not calculated to arouse the voters to the importance or the significance of the issue, and the accompanying arguments are more of a self-conquered to mention that the prejudice that prompted the original statute and the discrimination that results from it is too well known to require the arguments advanced for the Proposition are valid and cogent, few voters will vote on this proposition.

- **Rumor campaign...**
  - The opposition has not attacked Proposition 13 directly, even though it is the most important question on the ballot. They speak in whispers, in rumors, in ugly conclusions; they are of the belief that the immigrant can not accept the Nisei disloyalty during the attack at Pearl Harbor, knowing it has been, in the word of a Nisei newspaper editor that the "JACL" is a thinly veiled attempt to secure a Nisei vote for its hopeless cause. The campaign is a complete lie and the only one that is false to be effective.

- **The controversy...**
  - It is only the controversy which has come to the attention of the people, but the statement that the Nisei has disloyalty during the attack at Pearl Harbor, knowing of the injustice committed upon the nation and the lie that has been told.

- **In conclusion...**
  - The Constitution which is the supreme law of the land, it remains as restricted and circumscribed the lives and opportunities of those of Japanese ancestry in this country.

**Ear-nose-throat specialist honored as '56 alumni of year by L.A. med school**

Dr. R. James Haru, nationally known race and threat-specialist of this city, has been named the Alumni-of-the-Year by the 15-member board of directors of the Alumni Association of the College of Medical Evangelists, one of the five recognized medical schools in California.

Dr. Haru is to receive the achievement award and a bouquet to be held on Sunday evening, Sep. 23, at the Pacific Ballroom of the Statler hotel where several hundred members of the College and their wives and friends are expected to attend.

Each year this award is given to an outstanding alumnus in recognition of professional distinction, administrative talents, humanitarian interest, nobility of character and unselfish service. Since the founding of the College in 1896, 57 years old, graduating its first class in medicine, it in 1914, there are now nearly 6,000 alumnus and the first order of the alumni received their professional training in the College. The 25-year history of the Japanese American Citizens League and the past decade of accomplishments as recounted in the final report of JACL's legislative anti-the Anti-Discrimination Committee.